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Abstract. The aim to empower human users of artificially intelligent systems becomes paramount when considering coordination in hybrid teams of humans and
autonomous agents. Hereby, we consider not only one-to-one interactions, but also
many-to-many situations (multiple humans and multiple agents), where we strive to
make use of their complementary capabilities. Therefore, mutual awareness of each
others’ strengths and weaknesses is crucial for beneficial coordination. In order to
address these goals, and in accordance with a hybrid theory of mind, we propose the
use of trustworthy interaction patterns and epistemic orchestration with intentions
and causal models. The interaction patterns we describe are based on previous work
on modular design patterns for hybrid team actors. Epistemic orchestration, a concept for explicit representation of intentions and causal relationships with the goal
of specifying team architectures and their interactions, is being explored. While the
current ideas are only a preliminary formulation of what will be developed further,
a realistic use case is described as an experimental playground.
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1. Introduction
The aim to empower human users of artificially intelligent systems becomes paramount
when considering the collaboration and competition [1] in hybrid teams of humans and
autonomous agents [2]. Hereby, we consider not only one-to-one interactions, but also
many-to-many situations (multiple humans and multiple agents), where we strive to
make use of their complementary capabilities. Therefore, mutual awareness of each others’ strengths and weaknesses is crucial for beneficial coordination. Each person and
agent has individual knowledge, facilities, resources, roles, capabilities, expectations and
intentions. It should be clear for each of them what to expect from each other, in order to
avoid misleading anthropomorphism, and how to delegate which tasks to whom.
In order to address this aim for human empowerment, and in accordance with a hybrid theory of mind, we propose the use of hybrid team interaction patterns and epistemic
orchestration. Hybrid team interaction patterns are based on previous work on modular
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design patterns for hybrid actors [3] [4]. Epistemic orchestration is a concept for explicit
representation of intentions and causal relationships with the goal of reasoning about
them for specifying and composing team architectures and their interactions.
Trust in hybrid teams emerges from transparent coordination and awareness of mutually shared expectations and explanations.
Hybrid team interactions for multi-party decision-making can be explored in simulated environments where agents are represented as active digital twins and humans
participate either interactively or by modelling their (social) behaviour. Nevertheless, the
deployment in critical trustworthy real-world use cases is the ultimate goal for hybrid
intelligent systems.
As a use case the following scenario is presented: in an urban environment, smart
buildings interact with each other to optimise their individual energy consumption. They
interact with humans regarding their desired levels of climate comfort, shared characteristics and expected occupation. Both, humans and buildings are modelled as agents,
each with their individual behaviour and intentions [5]. As such, they form temporary
organisations that negotiate to meet their operational efficiency and sustainability goals.

2. Human Empowerment
Since the very beginning of humanity we have progressed with the help of ever more
sophisticated tools and knowledge. Now, knowledge itself becomes a tool. Especially, if
we consider the interaction among humans and artificially intelligent agents, it is essential to create and manage awareness of the diverse mutual assumptions. Agents are autonomous virtual or physical entities (software or robots), where autonomy refers to their
independence from direct human control. Nevertheless, agents do not have intentions (or
even consciousness [6]) on their own. Rather, these intentions and goals are defined by
humans who are responsible for their agents’ behaviour.
When considering the collaboration and competition in hybrid teams of humans and
autonomous agents, we consider many-to-many situations where multiple humans and
multiple agents form hybrid teams. The purpose of the agents is to empower humans
with providing their complementary capabilities, such as fast and precise information
exchange and analysis of large data sets. Agents can play many different roles, but the
responsibility for decisions remains, in principle, with humans, for example by verifying,
validating and approving proposals for decisions. An essential aspect of meaningful collaboration is to make mutual assumptions and expectations explicit, such that they can be
used in deliberation and communication. This is a prerequisite for appropriate delegation
of tasks and the accurate and concise descriptions of their underlying intentions.
2.1. Hybrid Theory of Minds
The Theory of Mind (ToM) [7] [8] refers to taking into account other people’s mental
states of mind when communicating and acting in a social context. Rather than reasoning
only with one’s own beliefs, desires, intentions, emotions, and thoughts, a person or agent
with the awareness of others’ states of mind can consider different and mindful acts,
depending on a perceived context. This ability allows them to more easily understand,
predict, and even manipulate the behaviour of others [9].
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In hybrid teams, the states of mind of multiple persons and agents need to be taken
into account. The states attributed to humans and agents differ significantly. For example,
agents can hardly be understood to have emotions, while these are important for understanding, predicting and reacting to humans’ behaviours. On the other hand, intentions as will be explained below - are very useful for describing and explaining the behaviour
of humans and agents, although in different ways. Intentions can be defined concisely in
epistemic modal logic.
Also within each category, each person or agent has individual states of mind. It
is unrealistic and futile to assume that everybody knows and intends the same things
or that knowledge and intentions are global. However, knowledge and intentions can
efficiently and effectively be acquired and shared in hybrid teams. With various roles the
necessity for diverse knowledge varies, i.e. some people and agents become experts in
their field and can be consulted by others whenever their domain is targeted (knowledge
on demand).
2.2. Trustworthy Interaction
Instead of relying on AI systems to take over human activities, as some have predicted,
it is better to focus on how humans and machines can complement each other’s strengths
[10]. For example, radiologists are still needed to interpret MRI images [11], but they
will have to collaborate with AI systems and those systems need to support the human
collaborators by providing insight into their decision-making process. Therefore, a new
approach of hybrid or neuro-symbolic AI is necessary for creating trustworthiness [12]
[13] [14].
Trustworthiness in interacting with artificially intelligent systems emerges from experience and as a combination of various properties, such as fairness, robustness, transparency, verification, and accuracy [15]. AI systems are trusted when we have confidence
in the decisions that they take, i.e. when we understand why they are made [16], even
when we disagree.
Mutual awareness of each others’ strengths and weaknesses is crucial for beneficial
coordination [17]. Each person and agent has individual knowledge, facilities, roles, capabilities, expectations and intentions, according to the above-mentioned hybrid theory
of mind.
In hybrid teams, each participant needs to be aware of each other’s intentions and
capabilities. Primarily, a distinction needs to be made between biological and synthetic
actors. But, of course, not all humans or agents are the same, either. It should be clear for
each of them what to expect from each other, in order to avoid anthropomorphism, and
how to delegate which tasks to whom [18] [19]. Avoiding misleading anthropomorphism
is important to prevent bots from pretending to be humans, for example..
For creating trust, it is necessary to organise teams in ways that allow for participant’s transparency of each other’s roles and responsibilities - at least within the team,
but preferably beyond. For this purpose, shared knowledge, intentions, and assumptions
must be made explicit - a fundamental principle in software engineering (e.g., Architectural Decision Records [20] [21] [22] and Test-Driven Development [23]) that is equally
applicable to organisations and other complex systems.
In a community with trustworthy interactions, it is crucial to establish and enforce
social norms [24] [25] [26] [27]. Such norms can be of generic nature or valid only within
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certain communities or teams and specify transparently what is expected behaviour, what
is allowed or forbidden and which are the consequences in case of violations. In addition,
knowledge and intentions, but also norms, can change and need to be adapted in due
course. Otherwise, such systems and interactions cannot be trusted any longer.
In order to address these goals, and in accordance with the hybrid theory of mind,
the use of interaction patterns and epistemic orchestration is promising. Hybrid team
interaction patterns are based on previous work on modular design patterns for hybrid
actors and explained in more detail in chapter 3. Epistemic orchestration is a concept that
combines intentions, epistemic logic and causal models as will be discussed in chapter 4.

3. Hybrid Team Interaction Patterns
Interactions in hybrid teams can be explained and documented as patterns. Below, we
list a number of interaction patterns for hybrid team-building and management. These
patterns show various ways how to enable collaboration or competition. In collaborative
settings, which are what occurs most often, tasks are distributed (and split up in subtasks) to those who can perform them best. Access to available resources is coordinated.
In competitive settings, resources will be accessed based on individual preferences and
needs.
Whenever participants commit on contributing to a team’s intentions they deliberately give up their autonomy to a certain degree [28]. According to mutual matches of
individual intentions and team intentions, they declare their commitments. The commitments can be documented in a contract, which increases the transparency and, hence,
trust in the team and its members.
3.1. Market Pattern
A market mechanism (see figure 1) is used for potential participants of a hybrid team
to describe and publish their capabilities and needs. For example, a public forum serves
to announce tasks to be executed. Such tasks are published by an initiator who wants to
achieve some goals based on its knowledge (semantic model). Task descriptions include
information about the intentions (why), (sub-)tasks (what) and required processes and resources (how). Interested agents and humans can search for and check the requirements
of the tasks and, when interested and capable, can apply for performing them within a
certain time frame. Known mechanisms are tuple spaces [29] [30] or blackboard architectures [31] [32] [33] [34]. The publish/subscribe pattern [35] is very similar, too. In
fact, the potential participants do not communicate directly before the team is formed,
but only through the market mechanism. The initiator receives bids, selects which bids to
accept and informs the chosen participants that they can start to collaborate on their tasks.
With the refusal, an option to allow for amended bids can be sent, including information
regarding the refusal. For reasoning about the selection, the initiator can make use of the
capability descriptions in the bids, which are described using a shared ontology and logic
statements.
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Figure 1. Market Pattern
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Figure 2. Negotiation Pattern

3.2. Negotiation Pattern
In contrast to the market pattern, the initiator in the negotiation pattern (see figure 2)
needs to know potential participants beforehand in order to invite them to make a bid.
Invitations can be passed on, however. The negotiation and selection process is identical
to the aforementioned market pattern and the resulting commitments are also valid in this
case.
3.3. Delegation Pattern
When an initiator wants a task to be performed, a team can be composed by direct interaction with performers (see figure 3). Tasks are then simply delegated (with or without
consent) and resources allocated. Each participant makes a local plan for performing its
task and returns the result to the initiator for integrating the sub-tasks and to update its
knowledge. In such a scenario with a low level of autonomy of the participants it is still
important to explicitly document the task distribution and roles in contracts in order to
achieve a high level of transparency and trust.
3.4. Competition Pattern
As mentioned above, not all scenarios are based on mutual agreements. Instead of negotiating and agreeing on shared intentions, humans and agents can also compete for resources among each other (see figure 4). The competition can occur among individuals,
but also among teams. Resources are always limited and it is obvious that even a team
with the best intentions and mutual agreements cannot claim all of them unilaterally.
Therefore, some form of competition emerges within and among teams.
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Figure 3. Delegation Pattern
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4. Epistemic Orchestration
This chapter introduces ideas for a concept of epistemic orchestration that allows for
designing trustworthy AI systems by leveraging explicit models of knowledge, intentions
and causal relationships. This concept is work in progress.
The aim and expectation of epistemic orchestration is to enable explicit description
and communication of mutual knowledge, intentions, causes and effects in hybrid distributed systems (i.e., complex systems of human and artificial actors in an open world).
Without explicit representations such mutual understanding is not guaranteed. However,
the representations can also be learned and shared.
Epistemic orchestration combines intentions, epistemic logic and causal models.
Rather than programming in a procedural or declarative manner, we propose to program
in an intentional manner [5], where intentions describe desired outcomes, but not how to
achieve them nor the exact results.
While the current ideas are only a preliminary formulation of what will be developed
further, a realistic use case is described in chapter 5 as an experimental playground.
In short, what is to be achieved is to define what each party knows (using epistemic
logic), what they want to know or achieve (their intentions as desired future states in
the world) and how they are related (by applying causal relationships) - in a multi-party
setting where participants can (but are not obliged to) collaborate.
Some pieces of the puzzle are outlined below, but how exactly they fit together to
form the big picture is yet to be determined.
Epistemic logic enables the representation of knowledge of agents. It is based on
modal logic that makes statements about the necessity and possibility of phenomena.
Epistemic logic adds a knowledge operator for each agent to represent the individually
known statements: KA φ1 ∧ KB φ2 ∧ ... ∧ Kn φn . Because the state and knowledge of the
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world changes, dynamic epistemic logic allows for updating the knowledge about statements and adds actions (with pre- and post-conditions) [36] [37].
In one approach, intentions are discovered by observing the actions of agents from,
on the one hand, their knowledge of the actions at their disposal and, on the other hand,
the actions they have finally carried out [38]. Therefore, knowledge about the knowledge
of others is essential even when it is known not to be true: KA KB Kn φ . In this case, it is
assumed that other agents’ actions and their success in a given world are an indication of
their intentionality.
Rather than discovering intentions by observation, in [39] epistemic frames are introduced that represent intentions, in this case in games. Intentions are, thus, explicitly
constructed and epistemic frames serve for determining strategies of actions. In another
context where agents collaborate, rather than compete with each other, such frames could
be shared among agents in a team.
A further ingredient for achieving epistemic orchestration is to use epistemic operators in a causal language [40]. This would allow for connecting intentions to causes
and effects via dynamic epistemic logic that is, on the one hand, representing intentions
and knowledge, and on the other hand, modelling causal reasoning and learning causal
relationships.
By continuing in this direction and integrating the above-mentioned approaches,
it should be possible to learn and reason about individual intentional and causal relationships [41]. In a hybrid team setting, this would allow for transparent and trustworthy specification and sharing of individual and group intentions. Once this would be
achieved, dynamic task distributions could allow for efficient and explainable (semi-)
auto-configurations of modular neuro-symbolic AI systems with a programming language of intentions and interaction patterns. It would, by choice, be semi-automatic,
because of the importance to keep humans in the loop of multi-party decision-making.
Complex and critical AI systems could be developed according to the principle of Trust
by Design.

5. Use Case: Talking Buildings
Hybrid team interactions for multi-party decision-making can be explored in simulated
environments where agents are represented as active digital twins and humans participate
either interactively or by modelling their (social) behaviour. However, critical real-life
applications are the ultimate goal for purposeful hybrid settings in the real world. Our
work is applied in the context of urban environments where smart buildings interact with
each other to optimise their energy consumption and reduce their CO2 footprint. They
share global goals in managing energy peak load on the power grid.
Both humans and buildings are modelled as agents, each with their individual behaviour and intentions. They form temporary organisations in which the agents collaborate in order to further improve their operational efficiency and meet their global sustainability goals. Sensors in the building measure the actual temperature inside the building,
energy consumption and, in some cases, details about its occupation. The derived models
are used to control the climate systems of the building. The learning mechanisms involve
supervised and unsupervised forms of classification as well as forms of multi-agent reinforcement learning. In the project we study the interaction between the buildings as well
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as the interaction between the buildings and humans. Furthermore, in order to address
the intentions on global impact and to meet the scalability goals, the interaction and algorithmic challenges are accompanied by the need for data sharing infrastructures that
fulfil the requirements on interoperability, security and sovereignty challenges.
Describing the structure of hybrid systems in terms of interaction patterns and visualising them by means of boxologies helps to better understand their underlying complex
mechanisms. They facilitate designers and engineers in their communication about the
design, foster its modularity and safeguard the levels of interoperability. This is important
since actors in hybrid teams may be engineered by different organisations. Furthermore,
actors in hybrid systems must have a shared understanding of the terminology, contracts,
and team-level processes. The patterns and corresponding boxologies support in this.
The buildings share information on their individually learned energy consumption
models, patterns in their occupation, local weather conditions, and parameters about their
construction or surrounding environment. This is characterised in terms of market patterns.
Feedback on the level of perceived comfort and constraints on desired temperatures,
energy consumption and model parameters can be defined in terms of negotiation patterns. Via their agents the buildings mutually share awareness of their heating curves. In
this way, they can expect and anticipate each others’ behaviours to a) further optimise
their own local consumption model and b) to avoid peak loads on the electricity grid.
Intentions can be shared as common policies, such as the optimisation of energy
consumption, efficient interactions with the surrounding power-grid or serving related
goals on, e.g., efficient usage of the buildings, or optimising the logistics or safety around
the buildings.
The project, named ’Talking Buildings’ is an applied research setting in the field
of collaborative learning in social contexts. Stakeholders are manifold, e.g. its residents,
employees, building owners, construction engineers, energy companies and, last but not
least, policy makers. New forms of living and working and their consequences on urban
rhythms [42] can be explored. As a result, urban environments become active participants
in the endeavour for increased sustainability and citizens’ satisfaction in tackling the
challenges of the post-pandemic society and climate change, among others.

6. Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper, we have discussed the context and requirements of hybrid team decision
support, where multiple humans and agents cooperate. Several design patterns were explained that can be used to model trustworthy and transparent team interaction, both
collaboratively and competitively. An outlook was given to the concept of epistemic orchestration. Of course, this will require more work to become useful, but the expectation
is to allow for creating future AI systems built on Trust by Design. A use case about
talking buildings in an urban context was explained. This is a playing field where the
previously mentioned concepts will allow for experimentation and, finally, deployment
of trustworthy AI systems based on mutual understanding of intentions in hybrid teams.
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